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About This Game

THE STORY

Attention, my plush fellow citizens! The enemy is already on the border of our Motherland – the Carrot Republic! Soldiers of
the Cabbage Empire destroy our corn fields, their steel boots trample our radishes, onions and other greens! We can't retreat!

There are only the plantation of carrots behind! We must fight back the enemy and remove his plush foot from our sacred land!
Not one step back!

If you are brave enough, if you are a real patriot of the Carrot Republic – join the Carrot army in the new top-down shooter
HANZ! Become a hero of your country!
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THE SINGLEPLAYER MODES

Linear. Go through a difficult path from beginning to end of the level, destroying enemies on your way.

Capture the flag. Capture the enemy camp and raise your flag as high as possible.

Tower defense. Survive by killing waves of enemies. Turrets will be a great helper for you.

Chambers of good and positive. Stop shooting at enemies! Invite them to tea in the chambers of good and positive.

Bosses. Fight with the most dangerous inhabitants of the galaxy!

Bonus levels. Get the opportunity to feel like a farmer. Catch as many enemies as possible on the combine. And let no
one run away from you.

 Key features:

 Variety of game modes!

 Fight against dozens of enemies at the same time!

 Character customization!

 Play against players from all over the world!
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Title: HANZ!
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
DimleTeam
Publisher:
DimleTeam
Franchise:
HANZ
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 – 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Russian
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It's one of those "good to kill time" games, which isn't bad. But quietly boring.

Do never: Walk against a corner and\/or between rock and wall. You get stuck and can load last checkpoint.

There is this mission which will remind probably someone of something that happened in dark history, so if you easily
offended. probably not the right game for you.
And sprinting is not possible, which gets annoying since your walking speed is rather slow...

I'm really not able to "Recommend" this game. Buy It On Sale, or buy it if you like what you see. Decide for yourself!. Throw a
oscar to the developers' face.. The whole premise of this game is just dumb, and if it weren't so poorly made, I'd probably have
given this a half decent review and call it an alright time waster. But it's hard as hell to play. There's no sprint, there's an
overload of enemies and a lack of supplies. It feels plainly impossible to play. The graphics weren't terrible, though the 3D style
could have been better made. I was disappointed to see a corn stalk growing from outside some fence while the other half of
that same corn stalk was on the inside. Overall, not that great of a game.
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